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How can we do that easier?
Knowing the tools
If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.
Know what is in the toolbox

eazyBI is a BI tool
Explore BI options: drilling, combining, exploring

Measures & Dimensions
Know the building blocks you already have

Cool features
Added calculations, Top and Bottom N, drilling into a measure
Let’s create!
Project progress based on resolved issues and logged time and some trends...

... and how logged hours are split by users...

...and a list of issues where we have spent the most time...

...and an overview of typical resolution times.

And to see it all in one glance!
Let’s create!
1. Resolved issues and hours spent with trends
   (search option in Measures, the same dimension in Rows and Pages, Added calculations - trend and cumulative sum)
2. Hours spent split by users
   (Drill into measures, default member in bar chart for total value, Added calculations - previous period changes)
3. List of Top10 issues by logged hours
   (Filter by time in columns, Top N function, Total)
4. Issues by resolution intervals
   (Interval dimension, Top %, All others)
5. Dashboard
   (Common Page selection, drilling into detailed view from dashboards)
What have we learned?
RECAP

BI options

Measures & Dimension

Cool features
By exploring how eazyBI works, you can better prepare to create your own MDX calculations.
Thank you!